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ABSTRACT 
Freebies has both favourable and detrimental effects on the economic development of a country. Freebies 
can tune out to be quite useful for the economic development of India, but only when it is appropriately 
planned and managed. But, if it’s not adequately managed, it can create huge barriers in way of economic 
growth. Dispersal and spending of freebies take away lot of efforts including time and energy of the 
administrative machinery. However, Freebies are visible and create significant impact on the electorate. 
Comparatively speaking freebies can result as a benefit for citizens but a profanity for the government if the 
freebies are not managed adequately. In addition, freebies emerge to be very obliging for the common man 
because it performs as a helping hand and lets them set aside some money. 
The economics of freebies is invariably wrong. It is a race to the bottom. Indeed, it is not the road to efficiency 
or prosperity, but a quick passport to fiscal disaster. In 2013, the supreme court described in one of its 
judgements that the budget for freebies is surpassing the regular budget. In order to manage the working of 
freebies appropriately, it needs to be vindicated, based on essentiality. For example, healthcare and education 
are vital needs for common citizen thus freebies in this type of sector may be permitted. But supplying free 
electricity, free public transport, and free public services, attach a burden on the state budget. In the same 
way, it leads to increased fiscal deficit, revenue expenditure, inflated prices and create distortion in market 
structure. In view of the above, the present study intends to explore the concepts of freebies and its impact 
also analysed the issues associated with freebies culture. 
KEYWORDS: Freebies, governance, impact, issues 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Freebies is not specifically defined anywhere; it is a relative term. Freebies are populist schemes promised by 
the political parties to attract the voters. It creates limited private benefit for the receiver and do not contribute 
towards strengthening public goods and facilities (Joseph, 1996). Provisions for free electricity, free water, 
free public transportation, waiver of pending utility bills and farm loans waiver are generally regarded as 
freebies. Moreover, Freebies includes following: 

• If the expense of state has not contributed in human development, infrastructure, social protection, education 
and health. 

• If it does not remove the assets deficit of deprived households and does not add to overall economic activity 
and to more equitable & inclusive development. 
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• Freebies has something to do with universality as well. Public welfare comes in the realm of freebies if it is 
provided to those who do not deserves to get it. 

• If the classification of beneficiary of schemes is not based on intelligible differentia. 

• If the scheme does not have rational nexus with the objective mentioned in the part 4th fiscal health of the 
states.  

 
Constitutional essence: 
India is a welfare state and being a welfare state, it is the duty of government to provide assistance to the 
deprived and marginalized section of the society. Part 4 of the constitution talks about the Directive principle 
of State policy. These principles are fundamental in the governance of the country and it is the duty of the state 
to apply these principles in making the law. Article 38 of the constitution says that state shall strive to obtain 
social order for the advancement of welfare of the people. Moreover, Article 282 empowers both the Centre 
and the states to make any grants for any public purpose, even if it is not within their respective legislative 
competence. 
 
Issues with Freebies culture 
There are many issues associated with freebies like it distort market determined pricing system and leads to 
wastage of resources or inefficient allocation of resources. It also amounts to an unethical practice like giving 
bribes to the electorate. Further, it is a burden of financing that increase taxes or debts (Rudzki, 2007).  
Freebies are against free and fair election which unduly influences the voters, disturbs the level playing field 
and ruin the purity of poll process (Khetan, 2020). 
Against Equality Principle: Distribution of private goods or services, which are not for public purposes, from 
public funds before the election violates several articles of the Constitution, including Article 14 (equality 
before law). 

Freebies leads to huge drain on state resources, for example: loan waiver in Maharashtra resulted in loss of Rs. 
51,000 crore during 2020-2021. In addition, it also covers no responsibility for the money spent like Telangana.  
A variety of freebies are sometimes found distributed among people in India. For instances, free electricity 
up to 100 units is given in some of states, whereas some provides free bus services for women and children. 
On the other hand, the government of India also provided free rations to the people who are below the 
poverty line during COVID-19. But Freebies cannot be the proper way to help the citizens, as freebies create 
an additional burden on the state budget. However, freebies can only be regarded helpful and meaningful if 
they can create equal revenue for the state in return (Bhowmick, 2022). For instance, if a government think 
to avail free and high-quality education to all the students, then there may be a possibility that these students 
will return a good revenue to the government in the future by contributing in economic development. there 
is a need to understand the impacts of freebies from the economic sense and connect it with the taxpayer’s 
money. It is also essential to distinguish between subsidy and freebies as subsidies are the justified and 
specifically targeted benefits that arise out of demands (Lodamo and Skjerdal, 2010). Although every 
political party has a right to create subsidy ecosystems to give targeted needy people the benefits, there should 
not be a long-term burden on the economic health of the state or the central government (Singh, 2016). 
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OBJECTIVE & METHODOLOGY 
The present study intends to explore the concepts of freebies model of governance and explore its impact. 
The research approaches adopted for this paper is descriptive cum exploratory. This is a theoretical paper based 
on previous researches. Secondary sources including online publications, books and article have been used in 
the study. 
 
ANALYSIS 
Impact of freebies on fiscal health of states  
This places a huge economic burden on the exchequer of the state as well as centre, consequently rise in fiscal 
deficit.  According to report of RBI, the reason behind stretching state government finances are:  the slowdown 
in own tax revenue, a high share of committed expenditure and rising subsidy burden. Based on the debt-GSDP 
ratio in 2020-21, Punjab, Rajasthan, Kerala, West Bengal, Bihar, Andhra Pradesh, Jharkhand, Madhya 
Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and Haryana turn out to be the states with the highest debt burden.    

 
Their GFD- GSDP ratios in 2021-2022 were equal to or more than 3 % in 2021-2022, besides deficits in their 
revenue accounts (except Uttar Pradesh and Jharkhand). Bihar has the highest Which is 11.3 % 
 
Interest payment to revenue receipts (IP-RR) in 2021-2022 in 8 of these states was more than 10 per cent 
(excluding Bihar and Jharkhand).  Punjab has the highest debt which is 53.3 %of GSDP in 2021-22 and highest 
IP-RR which is 21.3 % in 2021-22 

 
Figure 1: Key fiscal indicators of States 
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Expenditure quality of these states is also poor. The share of revenue expenditure in total expenditure of the 
state’s varies in the range of 80 to 90%. some states like Rajasthan, West Bengal, Punjab and Kerala spend 
around 90%in revenue accounts 
 

Figure 2: Revenue spending and quality of expenditure           
 
                      

 
                    
 
 
 
 
 

As shown in figure, expenditure quality of these states is also not so good and spending of expenditure differs 
from states to states.  According to CAG subsidies expenditure by states grown at 12.9 % in 2020-2021 and 
11.2 % in 2021- 2022. According to report of RBI1 estimated2 expenditure on freebies in 2022-23 ranges from 
0.1 - 2.7 % of GSDP for different states. In Andhra Pradesh and Punjab Freebies will exceeded 2% of their 
GSDP in 2022-23.  
 
                                

 
1 state finance: risk analysis  
2 estimate is based on the financial assistance, utility transfer, loan or free waiver and interest free loans announced by 
states in their latest budget speech ( i.e. for 2022-23 )  
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Figure 3: Freebies announces by States in 2022-2023 

 
In addition, Punjab has announced free electricity up to 300 units to every households and financial assistance 
o ₹1000 to every adult woman for female empowerment which would be of ₹5000 crore and ₹12000 crore 
respectively.  
 
Freebies to corporate sectors 
In September 2019, through taxation laws (amendment)act 2019 section 115BAA and section 115BAB had 
been inserted to the income tax act 1961. It reduced corporate tax rate for existing domestic companies from 
30% to 22% and for newly incorporated domestic companies to 15% from 25%, provided that they do not 
avail any specified incentives or deductions. This results in the reduction of almost ₹ 1.45 lakh crore in direct 
tax collections.  
 According to report of parliamentary committee on estimates3 corporate tax cut rate of 2019 had resulted in a 
negative revenue impact of 1.84 lakh crore in the year 2019-20 and 2020-2021 
Demand and investment are directly proportionate to each other. If there is increase in demand, investment 
will also increase.  So, if the government make investment of ₹1.45 lakh crore in building new infrastructure, 
it would create jobs, enhanced households earning and increased productivity and demand in the economy.  
Figure 4:  

 
3 17th report of committee on estimates (2022-23)  
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It was argued by the government that it would attract new investments, but according to department for 
promotion of industry and internal trade,  total FDI inflows in the first two quarter of 2019 (before tax cut) was 
$26.1 billion and in the last two quarter of 2019 it was $23 billion. In march 2020 parliamentary standing 
committee, on commerce also stated views on decreasing FDI in the manufacturing sectors.  So, tax cut has 
failed in increasing FDI in manufacturing and also result in the loss of ₹1.45 lakh crore as tax revenue 
collection. There are many reasons behind Sri Lanka crisis but populist tax cut by government is one of the 
biggest reasons behind the crisis. 

• In 2019 government had reduced the VAT to 8% from 15%  

• Nation building tax of 2% which was paid by the businesses, was also abolished. 

• Ports and development levy, the tax on telecommunications tariff was reduced by 2.5%. 

• 7 other taxes were also abolished. 
This leads to declining of government revenue -GDP ratio from 9.1% in 2020 to 8.7%in 2021. Tax revenue - 
GDP ratio was also reduced from 11.6 % to 7.7% in 2021. Number of taxpayers was reduced by around 
1million between 2020 and 2022. 
 
Judicial response on freebies 

          S. Subramaniam Balaji vs. govt. Of Tamil Nadu & others4 
Appellant challenged the schemes announced by the DMK on the ground that expenditure to be incurred by 
the state government for its implementation out of the state exchequer is unauthorised, impermissible, and 
ultra-views of the constitutional mandates.  
 Schemes that was announced by DMK were: distribution of grinders, green houses, laptop, 4 gms gold thalis, 
₹50000 cash for women marriage, 20 kgs rice to all ration card holders even to those above the poverty line, 
free cattle and sheep (if the party came to power in Tamil Nadu assembly elections in 2011. 
Following issues are raised: 
 

 Whether the Promise made by the political party in the election manifesto would amount to corrupt 
practices under section 123 of RP5 act? 

 
4 5 July 2013 SC  
5  The Representation of people act 1951 
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 Whether the scheme under challenge is within the ambit of public purpose and if yes, is it violates 
article 14 as the equals are treated equally?  Whether this court has inherent power to issue guidelines 
by application of Vishakha principles? 

 Whether the CAG has the duty to examine the expenditure even before they are deployed?   
 

Judgement 
It will be misleading to construe that all promise in the election manifest would amount to corrupt practice. 
The manifesto of a political party is a statement of its policy, it is not a promise of an individual Candidate. 
Section 123 contemplates corrupt practices by individual candidate or his agent and such corrupt practices is 
directly related to his own elect irrespective of the the question whether his party forms a government or not. 
That’s why promises in election manifesto do not constitute as corrupt practices for the purpose of section 123 
of RP act 1951.    
In the case of Ramachandra G. Kapse vs. haribansh ramakbal Singh6 SC held that Ex facie contents of a 
manifesto, by itself, cannot be a corrupt practice committed by the candidate of that party. 
 
It was held that schemes challenged falls within the scope of fulfilling DPSP thereby falling under the scope 
of public purpose. Concept of livelihood also includes basic medicine, preliminary education, transport etc. 
other than food, shelter, clothing. Hence distribution of color TVs, laptop, etc. to eligible and deserving persons 
is directly related to the DPSP. 
It was held that before the implementation of the schemes various check and balances have been provided by 
constitution. Therefore, as long as schemes comes Under scope of public purpose and monies withdrawn for 
their implementation by passing the appropriation bill, the courts have limited jurisdiction to interfere in such 
schemes.  Judicial interference is permissible only when the action of government is unconstitutional or 
contrary to the provisions of statutes and not when such action is unwise or that the extent of expenditure is 
not good for the state. And all these questions must be debated in the legislature and not in the court.  
Schemes challenged are in the consonance with article 14. Principle of not to treat unequals as equal has no 
applicability as far as state largesse is concerned. This principle applies only where the law or the state action 
impose some burden on the citizens either financial or otherwise. And while implementing the DPSP it is for 
the government concerned to take into account its financial resources and the need of the people.  
Court can issues principles / guidelines when there is legislative vacuum regarding that issue as it was in the 
case of Vishakha v. state of Rajasthan7. In the Vishakha’s case there was no legislation which deals with 
sexual harassment at work place. However, In the present case there is no legislative vacuum because section 
123 of RP8 act exhaustively enumerates a series of acts as corrupt practice. Therefore, SC cannot apply its 
inherent power to frame guidelines  
 

 
6 (1996) 1SCC 206 
7 (1997) 6 SCC 241 
8  The Representation of Peoples act 1951 
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Duty of CAG will arise only after the expenditure has incurred. Despite this SC has observed that reality cannot 
be rejected that distribution of freebie of any kind influence all people and shakes the root of free and fair 
elections.  
 
SC also observed that there is no enactment that directly governs the contents of the election manifesto, thereby 
directed the election commission to issue the separate head for guidelines for elections manifesto released by 
the political party in the model code of conduct for the guidelines of political parties & candidates. SC also 
highlighted the need for a separate legislation to be passed by the legislature in this regard for governing the 
political parties.  
 
Ashwini upadhaya vs. Union of India9 
Public Interest Litigation (PIL) petition filed by lawyer Ashwini Upadhyay seeking directions to regulate 
freebies. Case is still pending in the court.  
Supreme Court has recommended the formation of an expert body of stakeholders such as Niti aayog, finance 
commission, law commission, RBI, member of ruling and opposition parties to provide insights to direct the 
issues of promise of freebies during election campaigns.  
Election commission on freebies 
Election commission said that there is no legal precise definition of freebies. What may be irrational or a 
freebie for one, it may be rational for another section of the society. However, ECI welcomed the court’s 
proposal to set up an expert body but ECI don’t want to be part of it.  
ECI in its affidavit has said that being a constitutional authority, it cannot be suitable for the ECI to join the 
expert committee, where ministers and government bodies are part of it. And any comment or opinion from 
the commission during deliberations at the time of “continuous election” in the country would disturb the level 
playing field.  
 
Freebies vs. welfare schemes 
All schemes are not freebies. There is a thin line difference between freebies and welfare schemes. It is the 
priority-based expenditure which makes welfare schemes different from freebies. So, while making the welfare 
schemes focus should be on the prioritization in allocating the resources because resources are finite but needs 
of the people are infinite so in this context prioritizations becomes important. Priority based expenditure makes 
distinction to overall wellbeing and also secure the rate of growth. 
Article 41 of the constitution also says that State shall provide public assistance within its economic capacity 
and development. So, balance should be maintained between welfare measures and loss to public exchequer.  
Giving incentives on some distinction (i.e., on socio- economic criteria) is not freebies but if is given to 
everyone then it is a freebie. There are many welfare schemes which meets its constitutional obligations 
(DPSP) towards citizens such as public distribution system, free COVID vaccine and Mahatma Gandhi 
National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA). 
 
Issues with freebies model of governance  

 
9 writ petition (civil) 43of 2022 
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There are various issues associated with freebies model of governance. Some of are following:  

 Increased fiscal deficit, IP-RR10, debt-GSDP of states. 

 Distort prices through cross subsidization. 

 Unsolicited freebies cultivate patron client syndrome11 and encourage personality cults in democratic 
polity.  

 It leads to increase in revenue expenditure of total expenditure of government and leaving limited fiscal 
space for undertaking developmental expenditure. 

  It does not contribute to human capital accumulation / public goods rather it would lead to the creation 
of private assets only.  

 Free electricity and water may lead to environmental degradation and depletion of water level. Freebies 
are not a free lunch as the promise of freebies comes at the cost to the public exchequer. 

 Getting freebies may be seem appealing in short term but in long term unregulated populism may lead 
to economic disaster and affected the citizens. Populist tax cut in Sri Lanka is the example of it.  

 Due to poor expenditure quality, there is a decline in spending on production activities which will 
ultimately reduce the tax revenues also. The issue of intergenerational equity leads to greater social 
inequalities because of expenditure priorities being distorted away from growth-enhancing items. 

 It affects the environment: When we talk of freebies, it is in the context of providing, for example, free 
power, or a certain quantum of free power, water and other kinds of consumption goods. This distracts 
outlays from environmental and sustainable growth, renewable energy and more efficient public 
transport systems (Pdmanabham, 2021). 

 
CONCLUSION 
The present study concludes that it is not about how cheap the freebies are but how expensive they are for 
the economy, life quality and social cohesion in the long run. The judicious and sensible offering of freebies 
or subsidies that can be easily accommodated in the states’ budget do not do much harm and can be 
leveraged. Ideally, a proportion of state expenditure should be earmarked to ensure better overall utilisation of 
resources. In this way, role of finance commission (an independent body) needs to be strengthened in terms of 
when it makes allocations to states, can take into account the debt of state and find out whether state’s economy 
will be sustainable over the years. In addition, Role of Election commission also need to be specified in 
bringing freebies under Modal code of conduct and regulating manifestos by ECI. On the other hand, revising 
FRBM can be a fruitful step by placing a limit on expenditure on loan waivers, free electricity and water. 
There must be demand based freebies, with priority to DPSPs based on merit goods such as education, health 
and PDS system for greater prosperity also to ensure it reaches to real beneficiaries which may enhance 
transparency. Further, outcome-based budgeting can be a progressive step to makes the departments 
accountable for their work like Jharkhand recently fixes responsibility on debts. Educating the public on effects 
of such freebies and need for fiscal discipline is mandatory. 
(N.K. Singh, 2022) Finance commission chief N.K. Singh recently pointed out that political competition 

 
10  interest payment to revenue receipts  
11 it is a mutual arrangement between a person that has authority, social status, wealth or some other 
personal resource (patron) and another who benefits from their support or influence (client).  
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over such sops is a “quick passport to fiscal disaster”. Hence, there is a need to avoid those before they 
become the norm. 
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